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The Dragon Lord - Peter Morwood 1987-12
The wizard Gemmel and Dewan, master strategist and captain of King
Rynert's guard, journey into the heart of the Drusalan Empire to rescue
Aldric Talvalin, after he is betrayed and abandoned by Rynert
Dragon Lord - Avril Sabine 2015-03-18
In a world ruled by those who own dragons it is almost impossible to
change your station in life. Fen is an orphan with a short life expectancy
and no hope for the future. In the process of trying to steal a dragon for
his master, Fen's life looks like it's going to become even shorter. He's
faced with a difficult decision. Should he risk everything, including his
blood boiling in his veins, for the chance of a future or remain with his
corrupt master.
The Dragon Lord's Daughters - Bertrice Small 2011-04-07
Meet the daughters of King Arthur's descendant, Merin Pendragon. They
have an appetite for adventure and a gift for driving men wild with
desire. Marrying them off may seem an easy task, but it's only going to
prove that when it comes to these girls, trouble follows in threes. Join
New York Times bestselling author Bertrice Small for a delicious new
tale of proud, passionate sisters who live and love according to their own
rules. . . The Dragon Lord's Daughters Averil She may be the Lord's
eldest--and illegitimate--daughter, but Averil knows her dazzling beauty
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can buy her what she wants most: marriage to a great and powerful lord.
But fate has other plans in the rugged form of Rhys FitzHugh. Thinking
her the sole heiress, the penniless bailiff kidnaps the beauty. Now, to
salvage his honor, he must marry the openly hostile Averil and accept his
greatest challenge--winning her love, her loyalty, and her trust. . . Maia
As the legitimate heiress with a hefty dowery, Maia can have any man
she chooses, namely Emrys Llyn, a descendant of Lancelot and the Lady
of the Lake. But strange, dangerous rumors surround the handsome
Emrys. . .his name means "immortal," and two of his wives have died
suddenly under mysterious circumstances. Can her unwavering love
prove his innocence. . .or will Maia suffer the same fate as Emrys's
previous wives? Junia As charming as she is irrepressible, Junia is the
Lord's youngest daughter. Her father has long since given up trying to
control her whims. Junia is content to roam the countryside where she
can be alone with the golden-haired Richard de Bohun who she meets
and loves in secret. But he is the son of her father's sworn enemy, and
loving him may cost more than she could ever imagine. . . Bertrice Small
is the author of over thirty-two novels of historical romance. She is a
New York Times bestselling author, and the recipient of numerous
awards. In keeping with her profession, Bertrice Small lives in the oldest
English-speaking town in the state of New York, which was founded in
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1640. And because she believes in happy endings, she's been married to
the same man, her hero, George, for forty years.
The Dragon Lord - David Drake 1998-09-01
"MADE ME WANT TO CHEER." ¾Harlan Ellison Arthur, warlord of
Britain, has forged a mercenary army more savage and terrible than the
Saxon barbarians who have invaded his island. Victory isn't enough: now
Arthur wants to annihilate the Saxons by becoming The Dragon Lord.
Mael and Starkad, an Irish adventurer and his giant Danish companion,
are peerless warriors in a warrior age; men who have fought all across
Europe for survival and pay¾and always for each other. Now they must
seek an ancient skull from which Merlin's wizardry can raise a dragon,
and also the weapons by which alone the dragon can be controlled.
Accompanied by a priestess older than time, their search takes them
from a monster-haunted lake, to the barrow of a thing no longer dead,
and to a battlefield where the enmity of Briton and Saxon rises to a
cataclysm which drowns the earth in blood. Yet one task remains. The
fiery breath of the dragon Mael and Starkad have helped create can
sweep the land clear of all life if it ever escapes from Merlin's control.
And the dragon is about to escape! At the publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Dragon Lords Rising - Lucinda Hare 2012
Moonbeam Children's Book Award double silver medalist A gnome, a girl
and a dwarf fly north on an injured battledragon in the depth of winter to
search for the missing Commander of the Stealth Dragon Services.
Throw in a spy, an overweight dragon fledgling who's so plump he
cannot fly, and a renegade Sorcerer Warlock hot on their tail, and it
seems like a quest doomed to failure from the outset.
Seduced by the Dragon Lord - Kiersten Fay 2021-04-23
USA Today bestselling author Kiersten Fay continues her wickedly sexy
Dragon Lords series with this seductive tale of a fierce dragon shifter
and the passionate human female who beguiles him. Trapped in an alien
spacecraft through no fault of her own, Jessie Knight is jettisoned into
space and intercepted by a mysterious group of soldiers who call
themselves dragon shifters. Thrust into a world of myth, legend, and
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danger, she discovers she may not be entirely human as she begins to
develop latent powers that both captivate and mystify her. Placed under
the protection of a gorgeous dragon shifter named Orik, she quickly
realizes she must conceal her new abilities or be declared his enemy. No
one knows better than Orik Theroux of the King’s Guard that witches are
heartless and ruthless killers who must be stamped out of existence.
Orphaned by a group of them at a young age, he has vowed to destroy
every last witch who crosses his path…until he begins to fall for an
exquisite human female who turns out to be more than she seems. When
the palace is besieged by witches, he must decide if he can trust Jessie
with his life…and his heart. SEDUCED BY THE DRAGON LORD is the
second book in this Shadow Quest spin-off series, focusing on dragon
shifters and witches, but there are plenty of cameos from the original
series. About the Dragon Lords series USA Today bestselling author
Kiersten Fay introduces this steamy new scifi paranormal romance series
with dragon shifters, alpha males, beguiling witches, and strong female
leads. Dragon Lords is a spinoff of Kiersten’s beloved Shadow Quest
series and exists in the same world, but each book can be read as a stand
alone. Filled with action, adventure, steamy hot romance, and suspense,
Dragon Lords will suck you in and keep you reading far past your
bedtime. If you enjoy authors like Kresley Cole, Gena Showalter, and
Laura Adrian, you will love Kiersten Fay's Dragon Lords series.
Kiersten's other books consist of demons and vampires and every other
supernatural creature you could imagine. She loves writing bad boys,
enemies to lovers, and fantasy romance, all with strong heroines with a
feisty edge.
Bard's Oath - Joanne Bertin 2012-11-27
A sequel to Dragon and Phoenix finds vengeful master bard Leet
fashioning a dark magical harp to enchant dragonlord favorite Raven, an
act that raises the suspicions of Linden Rathan, who risks everyone he
loves to stop Leet's society-threatening plot. 25,000 first printing.
Dragon and Phoenix - Joanne Bertin 2000-11-15
Once every thousand years the phoenix of Jehanglan burns to death in a
magical release. For millennia the emperors of Jehanglan have tried to
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harness the awesome power of the phoenix's rebirth. One has finally
succeeded, using black magic and the enslavement of a dragon. Far away
at the Crown of the World, Dragon-lord Linden and his new wife,
Maurynna, are trying to live the life of happy newlyweds. But all is not
well. Since her first Change into dragon-form, Maurynna has been
unable to duplicate it. And as her inability to Change drives her into a
dark abyss of depression, Linden begins to doubt the love he was once so
sure of... At this time of personal crisis, these two must journey to
Jehanglan and marshall all of their diplomatic and martial skill to
penetrate the treachery of the empire and set free the phoenix. But to do
so they must face the dragon--the dragon who just might be a Dragonlord
gone mad.... At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Dragon Lord's Daughters - Bertrice Small 2022-04-07

of the ancient domain of an enigmatic lord who had at his command the
most fearsome battle-host in the region. Ruins of the Dragon Lord draws
PCs into an extensive and dangerous exploration and an intense battle
between light and dark, fulfilling the essential gaming requirement of a
satisfying and legendary campaign.
The Dragon Lords 1: Fool's Gold - Jon Hollins 2016-07-19
'Jon Hollins is a one-of-a-kind storyteller, a master of epic fun and
nonstop action' Nicholas Eames, author of Kings of the Wyld "YOU'RE
NOT PROPOSING WE STEAL FROM A DRAGON?" It's not easy to live in
a world ruled by dragons. The taxes are high and their control is
complete. But for one group of bold adventurers, it's time to band
together and steal back some of that wealth. No one ever said they were
smart. Ocean's Eleven meets The Hobbit - Jon Hollins' debut combines
non-stop action, death-defying adventure and a never-before-assembled
cast of wisecracking misfits. It is a worthy addition to every fantasy
lover's horde.
Dragonlord of Mystara - Thorarinn Gunnarsson 1994
As dragons roam the lands that will become Glantri, leaving havoc,
destruction, and death in their wake, an unpromising young man, a
female sword-fighter, her dwarven sidekick, and a ne'er-do-well
storyteller and prophet set out to defend their world. Original.
Dragon Lord - Kris Knight 2018
Seb wants to be a Dragon Lord but doesn't have the magic to become
one. He decides to track a rogue dragon to try and tame her, but things
don't quite go to plan.
Year of the Dragon Lord - Miles O'Neal 2015-12-11
What would you do if your parents were eaten by dragons?
The Dragon Lords: Bad Faith - Jon Hollins 2018-08-14
Guardians of the Galaxy meets the Hobbit in this rollicking fantasy
adventure. Will and his comrades went to war to overthrow the reign of
dragons, winning battle after battle, and acclaim as conquering heroes.
But now they've angered the gods, and may just need the dragons to help
them this time... "Jon Hollins is a one-of-a-kind storyteller, a master of
epic fun and nonstop action." - Nicholas Eames, author of Kings of the

The Last Dragon Lord: The Complete Trilogy - Michael La Ronn
2021-12-17
CONTAINS THE COMPLETE SERIES: BOOKS 1-3. Save over buying
each book individually! He's a supreme dragon lord at the height of his
power, but there's a conspiracy brewing. Old Dark is a viperous dragon
lord who rules the world with brute force. For two hundred years, he and
his dragons have terrorized humanity, forcing it to pay tribute or die.
Dark's palace of blood and bone sits on caverns of treasure. He's
stockpiled all the world's magic for his own personal use, making him
akin to a god. There is another dragon in Dark's inner circle who wants
Dark's power and fortune for himself. And if Dark doesn't stop his own
overthrow, he'll suffer a fate far worse than death. But Dark won't fall
easily. There's a reason the ancients called him Dark the Wicked… Old
Dark is a different kind of dark fantasy, told through the eyes of a bloodthirsty dragon. Readers who like antiheroes, the Age of Fire series, and
Smaug from Lord of the Rings will love this heart-pounding story of
power, revenge, and true evil. V1.0
Ruins Of The Dragon Lord - 2005-08-17
An original adventure setting for D20, featuring the mystery and danger
the-dragon-lord-the-of-years-series-3
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Wyld The Dragon Lords The Dragon Lords: Fool's GoldThe Dragon Lords:
False IdolsThe Dragon Lords: Bad Faith
The Dragon Lords: Fool's Gold - Jon Hollins 2016-07-19
Guardians of the Galaxy meets The Hobbit in this rollicking fantasy
adventure. It's not easy to live in a world ruled by dragons. The taxes are
high and their control is complete. But for one group of bold misfits, it's
time to band together and steal back some of that wealth. No one said
they were smart.
Servant of the Dragon - David Drake 2000
In the third book of Drake's LORD OF THE ISLES series, the young King
Garric is faced with all the burdens of kingship. Guided by the ghost of
King Carus and the help of the soceress Tenoctris, Garric should have
few problems. But a threat emerges from the past - the Wizard Purlio
seeks to conquer the future with an army of the dead. And Garric's sister
Sharina has gone missing, abducted through time itself by a gigantic
bird. And if Garric hopes to defeat the dead, he must become one of them
...
The Dragon Lord Saga: Volume 2 - Jonny Jimison 2021-11-15
In Volume Two of the Dragon Lord Saga, Marco Millar and his talking
horse, Scout, are captives of the desert nomads! Now it's up to Marco to
stage a daring escape along with a friendly giant named Tombow, a
nomad girl named Juni, and the enigmatic Queen of the East. Meanwhile,
the Dragon Crusade continues to press toward the Eastern Mountains.
Martin, Lingo, and Princess Robin have been separated from the Crusade
and must race to catch up, but that leaves them wandering alone through
a territory rife with monsters, dragons, and the outlaw army of the
notorious bandit the River Fox!
Old Dark (Book 1) - Michael La Ronn 2016-08-13
He's a supreme dragon lord at the height of his power, but there's a
conspiracy brewing. Old Dark is a viperous dragon lord who rules the
world with brute force. For two hundred years, he and his dragons have
terrorized humanity, forcing it to pay tribute or die. Dark's palace of
blood and bone sits on caverns of treasure. He's stockpiled all the world's
magic for his own personal use, making him akin to a god. There is
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another dragon in Dark's inner circle who wants Dark's power and
fortune for himself. And if Dark doesn't stop his own overthrow, he'll
suffer a fate far worse than death. But Dark won't fall easily. There's a
reason the ancients called him Dark the Wicked… Old Dark is a different
kind of dark fantasy, told through the eyes of a blood-thirsty dragon.
Readers who like antiheroes, the Age of Fire series, and Smaug from
Lord of the Rings will love this heart-pounding story of power, revenge,
and true evil. V1.0
Dragon Lords - Eleanor Parker 2018-05-01
Why did the Vikings sail to England? Were they indiscriminate raiders,
motivated solely by bloodlust and plunder? One narrative, the
stereotypical one, might have it so. But locked away in the buried history
of the British Isles are other, far richer and more nuanced, stories; and
these hidden tales paint a picture very different from the ferocious
pillagers of popular repute. Eleanor Parker here unlocks secrets that
point to more complex motivations within the marauding army that in the
late ninth century voyaged to the shores of eastern England in its sleek,
dragon-prowed longships. Exploring legends from forgotten medieval
texts, and across the varied Anglo-Saxon regions, she depicts Vikings
who came not just to raid but also to settle personal feuds, intervene in
English politics and find a place to call home. Native tales reveal the
links to famous Vikings like Ragnar Lothbrok and his sons; Cnut; and
Havelok the Dane. Each myth shows how the legacy of the newcomers
can still be traced in landscape, place-names and local history. This book
uncovers the remarkable degree to which England is Viking to its core.
Martin and Marco - Jonny Jimison 2019-10-18
As the King's Guard launches the Dragon Crusade, Martin & Marco are
drawn into an unexpected journey that lands them in the path of bandits,
monsters, a cursed satchel, and even a talking horse--not to mention
dragons!But in order to survive the road there and back again, Martin &
Marco have an even bigger challenge to face: themselves.
Spellbinder Two - Mark Shirrefs 1997
Can Kathy and Josh, two ordinary teenagers, outwit Ashka and savetheir
family from being stranded forever in the Land of the Dragon Lord.
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Book 2 - JAKE & THE GIANT Book 3 - THE DARK PORTAL Book 3.5 THE GINGERBREAD WARS Book 4 - RISE OF ALLIES Book 5 - SECRETS
OF THE DEEP Book 6 - THE BLACK FORTRESS Book 7 - THE DRAGON
LORD
The Dragon Lords--false Idols - Jon Hollins 2017
"Guardians of the Galaxy meets The Hobbit in this rollicking fantasy
adventure series. The Dragons who once ruled over the land are dead.
The motley crew that stumbled through that revolution are rich and
praised as saviors. Everyone gets to live happily ever after, right? Right?
Well, it might have worked out that way if the dragons in Kondorra had
been the only ones. If they hadn't been just the tip of the spear about to
fall upon the whole world... The Dragon Lords: Fool's Gold ; The Dragon
Lords: False Idols"-Enchanting the Dragon Lord - Alisha Klapheke 2021-08-23
An enemy princess. A cursed prince. A kiss of flame. When artifacthunting princess Brielle discovers a rune stone, she unwittingly calls
forth a wild dragon bent on destruction. She's ready to slay the beast up
until the moment he shifts into a gorgeous man with tortured eyes. Dorin
has no idea what he did wrong, but there is no doubt he is cursed. For
the last month every morning he wakes covered in blood with no memory
of the night. He fears the worst... And now he's trapped. Brielle has until
dawn to get Dorin out of her father's castle, or heads will roll. Can she
outsmart her father's assassins and save the cursed prince? Or will their
forbidden love burn them both to the ground?
The Lost Heir (The Gryphon Chronicles, Book 1) - E. G. Foley 2016-06-15
New York Times Bestselling Author E.G. FOLEY Presents The Gryphon
Chronicles! A pulse-pounding Middle Grade/YA Fantasy series with edgeof-your-seat action and tug-at-your-heartstrings emotion. An epic 6-book
series that's as much fun for grownups as it is for kids. THE LOST HEIR,
Book 1. Let the adventure begin...
Tempting the Dragon King - Kiersten Fay 2020-05-22
From USA Today bestselling author Kiersten Fay comes this smolderinghot tale of a lethally seductive dragon king and the beautiful earthling he
cannot resist. On his way to reestablish an old alliance, Tristan Okora,

Odyssey of the Dragonlords RPG - Modiphius 2020-03-03
Campaign book; compatible with the "5E" edition rules of Dungeons &
Dragons.
The Book Of Years - Peter Morwood 2005
Labeled a traitor and abandoned by his own people in the land of his
enemies, Aldric Talvalin, an Alban high clan-lord, in order to restore his
honor, embarks on a perilous journey with the help of some powerful
allies to the dark city Drakksborg, where he will confront the dreaded
Warlord. Original.
The Dragon Lord (The Gryphon Chronicles, Book 7) - E. G. Foley
2020-12-23
NY Times Bestselling Author E.G. Foley brews up a magical potion for
fantasy readers of all ages! Take a dash of Harry Potter and a splash of
Oliver Twist, add a pinch of steampunk and a sprinkle of Victorian fairy
lore, and what do you get? The Gryphon Chronicles! A rollicking fantasy
adventure series that's as much fun for grownups as it is for kids. It has
begun. A fiery, unprovoked attack. War between mages and warlocks
erupts. The Order stands on the precipice of destruction, while a deadly
new leader rises to fight for control of the sinister Dark Druid
brotherhood. For Jake Everton, the valiant young Earl of Griffon, and his
brave band of friends, the stakes could not be higher. On their own,
hunted by maleficent enemies, the kids must rely on one another (and
Red the Gryphon) more than ever to survive. But evil has its eye on Jake,
and the mysterious prophecy swirling over his head leaves him
wondering if he really could be the one to destroy the dragon lord and
his ruthless followers-or if the darkness rising on all sides will swallow
him up... Don't miss this sweeping tale of good versus evil in the next
pulse-pounding installment of The Gryphon Chronicles, where the fate of
the human and magical worlds alike may rest upon the courage of the
roguish boy hero, his fierce pet Gryphon, and the gutsy young
adventurers willing to follow him to the gates of Hades itself. "A
wonderful novel in the same vein as Harry Potter, full of nonstop action,
magical creatures, and the reality that was Queen Victoria's England."
The Reading Café The Gryphon Chronicles Book 1 - THE LOST HEIR
the-dragon-lord-the-of-years-series-3
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king of the dragon shifters, discovers a beautiful human female aboard
an enemy vessel. He offers his protection until she can be safely returned
to Earth. But the more time he spends with Juniper Jacobs, the faster he
falls for the little mortal. Meanwhile, amidst the trouble brewing in his
kingdom—a terrible rumor that threatens his crown—Tristan must make
a difficult decision; accept an arranged marriage with a neighboring
princess, or risk everything for the beguiling human. TEMPTING THE
DRAGON KING is the first book in this Shadow Quest spin-off series,
focusing on dragon shifters and witches, but there are plenty of cameos
from the original series. About the Dragon Lords series USA Today
bestselling author Kiersten Fay introduces this steamy new scifi
paranormal romance series with dragon shifters, alpha males, beguiling
witches, and strong female leads. Dragon Lords is a spinoff of Kiersten’s
beloved Shadow Quest series and exists in the same world, but each
book can be read as a stand alone. Filled with action, adventure, steamy
hot romance, and suspense, Dragon Lords will suck you in and keep you
reading far past your bedtime. If you enjoy authors like Kresley Cole,
Gena Showalter, and Laura Adrian, you will love Kiersten Fay's Dragon
Lords series. Kiersten's other books consist of demons and vampires and
every other supernatural creature you could imagine. She loves writing
bad boys, enemies to lovers, and fantasy romance, all with strong
heroines with a feisty edge.
The Last Dragonlord - Joanne Bertin 1999-09-15
When the Queen of one of the Dragonlord realms is mysteriously found
drowned, two aspiring regents battle for her vacant throne, and Linden,
the youngest of the Dragonlords, finds himself in serious danger when he
is trapped by the deadly magic of a beautiful sea captain. A first novel.
Reprint. K. AB.
Dragon Lord of the Savage Empire - Jean Lorrah 1982

is busy indeed. When news arrives of the birth of Lady Margaret's baby,
everyone rejoices at the opportunity to attend the Naming Ceremony and
Celebration at Lakeland Castle. But at the last planning meeting before
they are to depart, Prince Aden unexpectedly proposes marriages of
alliance between the two kingdoms, he to Edric's sister, Lady Shaylee,
and Princess Clara to Elizabeth's brother, Lord Lark. Putting duty first,
Shaylee and Lark are now resigned to giving up their love for the good of
the kingdoms, but Elizabeth and Edric refuse to abandon hope. As they
struggle to find a way to avoid the marriages without offending the
Kellmorgs, disaster strikes Lakeland Castle, prompting the appearance of
a most unexpected visitor....
Dragon Lord Chronicles - Michael J. Kearns 2021-08-19
The dragon lord to the five kingdoms has been assassinated, throwing
the kingdoms into turmoil. After young dragon rider Alaric Smithson is
relieved of duty, he enters to vie for the position of dragon lord. With his
reluctant companion, the seer Cassandra Youngblood, they uncover a
conspiracy that could disrupt the Spring Council of the five kingdoms
and bring about war. Together with Alaric’s father, Adric Smithson,
captain of the Palace Guard, and Princess Kari, Cassandra’s mentor, they
race against time to expose the conspirators to prevent the war that is
about to be thrust upon them.
Lord of the Dragon - Suzanne Robinson 2011-08-24
Heartstoppingly romantic and filled with the vivid period details that
bring an era to life, Suzanne Robinson’s captivating novels have made
her one of the reigning stars of historical romance. In this enticing love
story, a willful beauty and a vengeful knight cross swords. The day he
was banished from England, his fellow knights thought they’d seen the
last of Gray de Valence. But the ruthless, emerald-eyed warrior had done
more than survive in a world of barbaric dangers, he’d triumphed. Now,
eager to pay back his betrayers, de Valence has come home only to find
his plans threatened, not by another man but by a volatile, unpredictable,
ravishingly beautiful woman. Vowing her own brand of vengeance
against the high-handed, impossibly handsome knight, Juliana Welles will
do her best to thwart him, to tempt and taunt him . . . until all Gray

The Dragon Lord - Cynthia A Sears 2013-12
Disaster Strikes Several months have passed since Fairy Princess
Elizabeth rejoined the kingdoms of Elnara and Kellmorgen. With endless
details to be worked out between the two kingdoms, life at Castle North
the-dragon-lord-the-of-years-series-3
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sees—and all he wants—is her. Yet when a ruthless enemy puts their
lives in peril, the fearless knight will have to choose between his perfect
revenge and the passion of a lifetime.
Fool's Gold - Jon Hollins 2016-07-21
'Jon Hollins is a one-of-a-kind storyteller, a master of epic fun and
nonstop action' Nicholas Eames, author of Kings of the Wyld "YOU'RE
NOT PROPOSING WE STEAL FROM A DRAGON?" It's not easy to live in
a world ruled by dragons. The taxes are high and their control is
complete. But for one group of bold adventurers, it's time to band
together and steal back some of that wealth. No one ever said they were
smart. Ocean's Eleven meets The Hobbit - Jon Hollins' debut combines
non-stop action, death-defying adventure and a never-before-assembled
cast of wisecracking misfits. It is a worthy addition to every fantasy
lover's horde.
Dragon Lord - Dana Marton 2018-09

body, gun in hand. A gorgeous stranger with eyes of arctic ice accuses
her of being the killer. But that's not what she is. Or is it? Despite the
lack of proof, she knows deep down she couldn't have done it. Now if
only she can convince the hulking, handsome brute to let her live long
enough for her to remember... Dragon shifter Warren Valen is in a tough
spot. As leader of his clan, it's his responsibility to enact justice for the
fallen. Normally he wouldn't hesitate, but this time his dragon is
screaming at him that it would be a mistake. He can't kill her, even
though she was found standing over the dead body. He'll go to any
lengths to save her, because there's only one thing more important to
him than his clan. His mate. Convinced that something sinister is going
on and that Katie's been framed, Warren sets out to try and prove her
innocence. He knows he can't fail, or else he'll be forced to kill her.
Without her memories, there's precious little for the two of them to go
on, and things only get grimmer. Still, sometimes all it takes to
remember is a little spark, and they have that in spades. What they
discover in their quest to figure out who Katie is will test them
individually, and together. Because when her memories return,
everything she's done will be revealed...
The Dragon Lord's Fated Mate - Ana Calin 2020-12-19
I'm a dragon, and I'm here on a mission. Finding my fated mate in Acatia
Riley, my target's fiancee, is the last thing I need.The last thing I
want.And the only thing I can think about.The more I try to stay away,
the more she pulls me in. She wants me, too, but she doesn't know the
beast inside.My passion can destroy her. My lust literally burns, and she
is only human. I have to keep my distance even if it tears my guts out.
But mortal danger threatens to wipe out the world, and I'm the only one
who can keep her safe.But what if I can't save her from myself?

The Dragon Lord - Connie Mason 2002
The Dragon Lord has no desire to wed, but the landless knight has no
choice to obey his king. Of the three women offered to him, he chooses
the meek virgin. But she longs for a cloistered life in a nunnery, while
her sister, Rose, is quite capable of standing up to a dragon. A clever
deception would allow Rose's sister to enter the nunnery, while an
unsuspecting bride awaits her unsuspecting husband.
Her Dragon Lord - Riley Storm 2020-09-30
Robbed of her memories and framed for murder, the only hope she has is
him... Katie Sturn can remember her name, but nothing more. It's not
much to go on when she awakens to find herself standing over a dead
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